
SOCIAL IDENTITY VS PERSONAL IDENTITY

Social identity refers to the set of characteristics by which a person is definitively This definition looks at social identity as
perceived by the individual.

This paper is concerned with examining one such social identity, a community, or local identity, and placing it
in the theoretical framework of self-categorization theory. And the other is our social identity, so these include
the groups you belong to in our community. Second, as the response of high identifiers faced with threat to
their group identities has shown, lack of switching when threatened can be read as evidence of commitment,
and not that the identity is secondary. Nietzsche , who was influenced by Hegel in some ways but rejected him
in others, called for a rejection of "Soul Atomism" in The Gay Science. Second, constructionist themes that
recognize individual and collective activity around defining identities and bringing them to life are also
relatively neglected. In social anthropology[ edit ] Anthropologists have most frequently employed the term
'identity' to refer to this idea of selfhood in a loosely Eriksonian way Erikson properties based on the
uniqueness and individuality which makes a person distinct from others. When an outcome of
depersonalization is sufficiently high there may be a marketplace response such as a purchase preference for
the locally manufactured product. H1 predicts a relationship between community identity and community
consumer ethnocentrism, and H2 predicts a relationship between community identity and product quality
assessment. A search of published research reveals no instance where social psychologists, who have done
most of the work in self-categorization, have carried an outcome of depersonalization to a purchase
preference. And this whole idea is actually very critical in understanding prejudice. And it's becoming aware
that he or she is an object with properties. So we categorize ourselves in order to understand objects and
identify them. In a social context, misunderstandings can arise due to a misinterpretation of the significance of
specific markers. We categorize objects in order to understand them and identify them. It is possible that the
newcomer is either aware or unaware of this, depending on whether she herself knows other languages or is
conscious of the plurilingual quality of the people there and is respectful of it or not. We are each separate and
distinct entities or objects from others, from other objects, from other people. Once again, this is more clearly
addressed in social identity theory, which was conceived as a theory of social change, and indeed where Tajfel
conceived of social identity in addition to the substantive definition offered earlier as an intervening variable
in the process of social change. Caveats, Criticism, and Extensions One criticism that is sometimes leveled at
the self-categorization analysis of group identities in particular but by implication also personal identity is its
cognitive and perceptual focus, and a consequent neglect of motivational and affective processes. So, while
the local identity may be useful in explaining outshopping, a literature review of prior outshopping research is
not particularly helpful in refining the concept of the local identity. If we can assign people to a category then
that tells us things about those people, and as we saw with the bus driver example, we couldn't function in a
normal manner without using these categories; i. So this arises due to the part the relationship the child has
with the world. A personal identity and its particular contents will become salient through differentiating
comparisons with others in the social frame of reference individuals may see themselves as powerful and
competent in comparison with their younger siblings, but the opposite in comparison with a university
professor. The second, rooted in social constructionist theory, takes the view that identity is formed by a
predominantly political choice of certain characteristics. As will be discussed later, the product selected for
examination in this study is of a quite generic quality, so it is not expected that the difference in quality
between ingroup and outgroup will be of great magnitude. At the community level ethnocentrism may be
manifested by expressions of support for the economic health of the community. This approach considers the
proposition that people have a desire and a propensity to hold a more positive self-esteem of themselves
through their self-identity and to also hold a positive identity with the various groups with which they
associate Turner ; Tajfel  In particular, researchers interested in cultural differences in social relations and the
self, particularly between individualist and collectivist cultures, have been keen to emphasize forms of
self-hood that are less individualistic, less grounded in the Cartesian notions of the preformed individual self,
as separate, independent, egoistic, and so forth. Spears, Russell. The agency of individuals in helping to
construct and shape identities, to negotiate these in context, and to change their position and meaning through
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collective struggle is not always captured through the perceptualist prism of theorizing. It is common for a
holder to be installed on the grill to wrap the cord around. References Tajfel, H. In order to increase our
self-image we enhance the status of the group to which we belong. This idea has been operationalized as the
self-esteem hypothesis, which has generated much research but remains somewhat controversial because it is
not clear whether the positive group distinctiveness premise can or should be reduced to the more
individualistic concept of self-esteem. One Geist attempts to control the other, since up until that point it has
only encountered tools for its use. Indeed, one was fictitious while one was real. New York : Cambridge
University Press,  Social cooperation is an expression of support for the ingroup representing a merging of
personal self-interest with group self-interest. As such, SIT represented an important and welcome shift from
the individualistic and essentialist analyses of intergroup relations discrimination, prejudice, intergroup
conflict that had gone before for instance, in terms of the authoritarian personality, frustration-aggression, and
so forth. At the group level, commitment refers to the degree of identification with a particular group, and high
identification is likely to enhance the accessibility of that self-categorization, even when the consequences of
embracing this identity is negative or threatening.


